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This comes with over 70 recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, snack foods/sides, and postworkout shakes. Enjoy tons of delicious quality recipes for your entire family rather than get
overwhelmed by food prep again! Even if you are a seasoned chef, cooking when following a
macros based approach requires additional factors to practically implement every day. Meal
Planning Beginners will need you through an intro to macros, defining your meal list, determining
just how much convenience vs. variety you want, how many meals need to be prepped, how
exactly to write your meal plan, and practical examples of how exactly to food prep.Which
means you have decided you need to prioritize your health and you are 100% sold on the
actual fact that it all starts in the kitchen. Unfortunately, many people are lost in your kitchen
when it comes to cooking healthy foods.
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Simple and wide variety. I tried the 6 Week Shred and Fitness center workout information for
Mesomorphs and was immediately impressed. I implemented the recipes and workouts for
approximately 2 weeks now and I've already lost 5 pounds! In the event that you don’t know
where to start with food prep this is a great guideline! everything from smoothies to meat
marinades to proteins bakes. Easy, delicious, healthy dishes! I’m never bored in my journey
towards healthy consuming when I create meals from her book. Christine Hronec’s “Meal
Planning for Beginners” Kindle publication contains many easy and delicious recipes. I was
hesitant initially, as I have already been meal planning years but, you can't really have too
much details, can you? Lots of tips and concepts to start off right on your journey. AMAZING!
Easy to prepare. Can't get easier than this... this book not only spells out how to meal plan but
provides an unbelievable amount of recipes.A thing that works!..shakes, snack foods, breakfast,
lunch, supper and sides.. Good book Great book...something for everyone! My favorites are the
Jalepeno Sun Dried Tomato Burgers, Strawberry Protein Loaf, and Shredded Chipotle Beef
Tacos. I understand this book will be a great lifestyle transformation and I cannot wait around
to finish it! To start Great book to truly get you started about meal planning, gives quality
recipes and checklist, gives an idea of where one can start for macros Very helpful! Very
helpful and readable. Very easy to learn and understand. The writer is a food scientist and
chemical substance engineer but makes her scientific method of nutrition one which anyone
can understand. This book is great for beginners looking for somewhere to start This book is
great for beginners looking for somewhere to start. Delicious recipes, super easy to check out.
Definitely recommend it Not only for beginners! Don't let the title fool you... this publication is
great for newbies and experienced food planners alike! Food prepping and a macro
approach to nutrition is explained thoroughly. I am glad I purchased it anyway. An absolute
must have guide This book is a godsend in case you are not used to macros... My following
goal after this is to try the custom made meal plan and training, just need to save up even
more money! I have been making the cilantro honey lime chicken marinade weekly since
purchasing the publication! I have tried about half twelve recipes up to now, all happily
devoured by my hubby as well. I am looking forward to trying them all! There is a ton of new
quality recipes. This is an excellent breakdown for beginners. I actually purchased this when I
first started engaging in meal planning and found it sooo helpful! I’m enjoying the procedure
too . Makes the times I work at the hospital easy to stay on track and helps to keep me from
likely to the hospital cafeteria. Have discovered so much already on this journey, and can’t
wait to find what else this awesome inspiring woman must teach people!.. there are so many
delicious dishes ... you’ll never be bored .veggie, meat, fish. Very difficult to choose my favorites
because I love so many! If you already know how to food prep the recipes remain worthwhile
because they look AMAZING!! My family enjoys the meals and because of the fantastic tips on
how to meal prep . I have now been successfully food planning my family for an excellent two
months and will definately be continuing to take action. I've also purchased many of Christine's
books and highly recommend checking those out as well. Awesome!! Almost finished with my first
6 week shred and loved it! There sis more than enough diversity never to get hired and be
reaching your protein macros (my struggle) Can’t wait around to try some of these delicious
searching meals out!! Added bonus . Great source of meal ideas for those following a macros
based lifestyle I purchased this product shortly after Christine came out with it. I love the reality
that the meals are easy to follow, don’t require a large amount of cooking time (except the
crockpot foods), and are easy to match into my macros. Really good simple and fast recipes I
actually play premier level rugby and work regular and these quality recipes are good and

they don’t have a ton of time.!
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